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EDITOR’S NOTE 
I put out the call for PostScript articles at the 

beginning of Trinity Term, and our members 

responded very admirably, resulting in this 

fantastic collection of articles covering the 2019-

20 academic year. Editing this edition of PostScript 

has been a great opportunity to look back at all 

the fantastic activities we’ve done, and to hear 

more about events such as SSAGO rallies that I 

couldn’t make it to. Keep reading to find out about 

trips, weekly meetings, and more – including new 

mascot Squid! This edition also contains photos of 

the group’s old tie and scarf courtesy of alumnus 

Richard Harper, following on from discussion 

about the difficulty of tracking these down in last 

year’s centenary edition.  

Thank you to everyone who submitted articles – 

there’s a really excellent selection here, so I hope 

you enjoy reading them! 

Carina Williams 

Editor, Hertford College 
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CHAIR’S REPORT 
In 2019 we celebrated OUSGG’s centenary, and 

becoming Chair of the group in its 100th year was 

both an honour and a bit daunting! This year has 

certainly been an eventful one, yet OUSGG has risen 

to the challenge and I have really enjoyed being Chair.  

We started the year with a very successful Freshers’ 

Fair which helped us to significantly increase our 

membership. Our weekly activities ranged from pub quizzes and climbing to pancakes and ice skating, 

while we also went on a day hike to Blenheim Palace and sent several members to national SSAGO rallies! 

With face-to-face activities suspended in Trinity Term, we started meeting online via Zoom, which was a 

really nice way to catch up with how everyone was doing in the COVID-19 lockdown. We also elected the 

2020-21 Committee over Zoom (see photo), and I am sure they will do an excellent job over the year 

ahead. 

Carina Williams 

Chair 2019-20, Hertford College 

CHOCOLATE, CHOCOLATE, AND 

MORE CHOCOLATE… 
In November three of us travelled to Birmingham for 

SSAGO Chocolate Rally, where 310 people from 38 clubs 

attended to celebrate the city’s history of chocolate.  

There were lots of different chocolate-themed activities, 

and on Saturday many of us travelled to Cadbury World 

where we had a tour of the chocolate factory and ate 

plenty of chocolate on the way round! Cadbury Chocolate 

was founded by John Cadbury in 1824 and chocolate was popularised for the masses by changing the 

recipe to make it more palatable. Prior to that chocolate was exclusively available to the wealthy and 

specifically to men – this infuriated many of us females on the tour. As if that wasn’t enough chocolate, 

great effort was made to ensure that every meal at the rally included chocolate in some form; chocolate in 

the chilli con carne, chocolate bars with lunch and copious amounts of chocolate puddings. On Saturday 

evening there was the traditional SSAGO ceilidh, where dances were danced and once again chocolate 

consumed. Personally, I like to think the calories balance out. There was also the option to relax in the 

milky star retreat with chocolate face masks and hot chocolate, and there was also a campfire. 

At Sunday’s closing ceremony challenges were contested and forfeits forfeited, including a member being 

put inside a bin which had come all the way from Southampton. Far too many mascots were stolen over 

the course of the weekend, but our new stealable mascot Squid was well looked after for the entire 

weekend and not stolen even once. I think we proved ourselves as trustworthy and dedicated carers of our 

mascot over the weekend considering the very stealthy stealing that was going on! 

Many, many thanks to Birmingham for hosting such a fantastic rally.  

Emma Hedley, St Catherine’s College 
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A NEW ADDITION TO THE 

OUSGG FAMILY: SQUID 

This year we celebrated Erik’s 46th birthday and 

decided that in his old age he deserved to retire 

from his position as our stealable mascot for 

SSAGO events. Enter Squid, a rainbow octopus 

and our new stealable mascot! Squid can be 

called Squidge for short, and was lovingly made 

by Elizabeth S in late 2019, complete with mini 

OUSGG necker. We will celebrate their first 

birthday on Halloween this year.  

Carina Williams, Hertford College 

 

 

A HIKE TO THE PALACE  

I find walking a good time to think, and, quite pleasingly, 

the Saturday we set off for Blenheim Palace was none 

other than World Thinking Day! After a short bus ride 

from central Oxford we arrived at the start of our walk 

on a main road near Bladon and quickly (with minimal 

trespassing) made it onto the Blenheim Palace estate. 

We started next to the river Glyme which is south of the 

palace. Along the river we spotted many ducks and a 

few swans before taking the first group photos of the 

trip.  

Next we walked through a wooded area before taking a slight wrong 

turn that led us through many fields. At around noon we ate lunch in a 

field where we could see the top of the Column of Victory in the 

distance. After walking through more fields – spotting a couple of birds 

of prey circling above us along the way (I sadly cannot remember what 

type they were) – we made it to the very long and almost perfectly 

straight road that eventually leads to the Column of Victory, and then 

to the palace itself. After spending some time admiring the Column of 

Victory, we walked up to the Grand Bridge [see cover photo]. We then 

made our way back (through a puddle that looked suspiciously deep but 

thankfully turned out to be quite shallow) to the final (and arguably 

essential) part of our walk: the pub! We relaxed and talked about many 

things, including future activities that OUSGG would like to run.  

Sophie Glover, University College  
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REMEMBERING OUSGG’S HISTORY 
In last year’s centenary edition of PostScript, a discussion of 

OUSGG’s history mentioned the existence of a club tie from when 

the group included the Oxford University Rover Crew. Previous 

investigations had failed to track down an example of one as the 

key page in a record book at Walters of Oxford was missing. 

However, upon reading this alumnus Richard Harper got in touch 

and sent us some photos of his old tie and scarf! So here they are for everyone to enjoy and 

learn a little more about OUSGG’s history.  

Richard writes: “Of course, the scarf was really for the OU Rover Crew which was officially the 

13th Oxford Scout Group, which explains the tie. Rovers were abolished in Britain in 1966, so I 

suppose the group ceased to exist. It was said that nobody else had wanted the number 13. 

As I said, they really belonged to the Rover Crew but most active male members [of OUSGG] 

were Rovers and Guides did not wear scarves or ties. Best wishes to you all.” 

Many thanks to Richard Harper (St John’s College, 1962-65) for sending these in.  

 

AN INTRODUCTION TO MY CAMP BLANKET 

In 6th Week of Hilary we got together for a camp blanket sewing session. I 

have to admit, I didn’t sew any of my badges on my Scout uniform myself, so 

I felt starting my camp blanket would be quite the challenge. It was nice to 

start, therefore, with my friends at OUSGG.  

Since they didn’t have their own blankets, Sophie made a start on my Cub 

activity badges, Emma sewed on a Cub “waterwise” badge, and I plumped for 

a big arrow badge. Carina also came along and wrapped herself up in her 

camp blanket [I was doing admin, that ever-present job! – Ed.]. 

I didn’t really have a plan for my camp blanket, other than to start with the 

badges with yellow borders so I only needed to bring one colour of thread to 

uni. Now I’m at home due to the coronavirus lockdown, I’ve found time in 

the evenings to sew more of my badges on.  

In my uniform corner (pictured) I have badges from all my previous 

uniforms. However, one badge may look out of place… At one of my Scout 

group AGMs I was sat next to the District Commissioner. I asked him about 

one of the badges on his uniform, as I was familiar with the figure of eight 

knot through sailing. He told me it was his badge for length of service. He 

was approaching his next milestone, and a few months later he sent me the 

badge in a letter. I really appreciated that he remembered our brief 

meeting and thought to send me the badge. That’s the story of one of the 

59 badges on my camp blanket. Looking forward to a proper campfire to 

show them off! 

James Harris, Christ Church College 
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BATH ROMAN RALLY (21ST – 23RD FEBRUARY MMXX) 
Under the second waning crescent of the year, I directed my chariot towards Aquae Sulis in pilgrimage 

towards a festival of food, wine and companionship with fellow gladiators; I hoped the occasion would 

provide distraction from the recent storm Dennis. Upon my arrival, I was greeted with a cotton patch, and 

a bowl of vegetarian Roman stew before joining nearly 3 centuries worth of legionnaires including many 

faces from previous encounters. I feasted at the cena with champions from Clausentum (Southampton) 

and Abona (Bristol: UOBGAS). After a flagon of cider, it became apparent that I had not yet established my 

lodgings for the night. The storm had softened the ground beyond suitable for the erection of stone 

buildings (plus I could not transport any building stones in my chariot), so I made myself a canvas camp 

under the cover of some trees and set off to find the campfire for a last hour of warmth and song before 

bedding down for the night. 

Reminiscent of old Olympia, the following morning we were awoken bright and early and, after either a 

meaty, or meat-free sausage sandwhich, marched for the city centre for a day of festivities. The senate had 

done a fantastic job of entertaining us; there were treasure hunts and tours, visits to the local museums 

and cathedrals, day-long and half-day marches, as well as the option to play games, unwind in the local 

Thermae baths, or study the arts. I had elected to discover the best local taverns, partially to sample the 

local culture, and partially to dry my boots out after the muddiness of the camping field. Along with a small 

group, I found a great number of lively taverns serving a grand variety of ciders and meads, and some 

serving a delicious futuristic beverage they named ‘gin’.  

We were collected late in the evening and returned 

to site by chariot. Cena was fajitas, and as we dined, I 

learnt tales of champions scaling the Cheddar Gorge, 

a long hike being diverted by a surprise river flood, 

competitions in bowling, trampolining and 

photography, and that several champions’ tents 

hadn’t survived the day’s high winds – luckily, I had 

chosen my ground well and my tent survived. The 

army then donned their best togas for a toga-themed 

ceilidh, whilst club representatives attended the tri-annual reps meeting. A theatrical showing of Monty 

Python’s Life of Brian was also available, and the campfire was relit. However, the campfire was deserted 

as following the ceilidh, the marquee became a silent disco playing sweet music to suit all tastes. We 

danced and sang until the small hours.  
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Sunday morning rang with alarm. Bath (BUGS) had a cooking tent of sorts set up adjacent to the main 

marquee throughout the weekend, however the wind really picked up on Sunday morning, and their 

cooking tent started collapsing over a paella pan full of breakfast bacon and hot oil. I heard rumours that at 

that moment a pan fire started on said paella pan, but alas this all happened prior to my awakening. 

Despite the collapsing tent, breakfast was still served on time, just before the national AGM commenced. 

In typical national AGM fashion, the AGM lasted an eternity, and was only made bearable by the 

interweaved chocolate lottery from the National Publicity Officer. The new national exec were elected and 

upcoming national events were chosen. After the AGM I had to make a quick exodus as my chariot was one 

of the last to arrive on site on Friday evening, and was blocking everyone else in! All in all it was a fantastic 

weekend, and I eagerly await the next rally.  

John Clarke, Linacre College  

[photo credits to Oli Bills (marquee & opening ceremony pictures) and Larah Korrison (AGM picture) as I 

didn’t take any photos] 

 

SSAGO GOES TO SPOONS  
We had the opportunity to take part in the national event 

‘SSAGO Goes to Spoons’ in March!  Having booked our tickets, 

we all met up at The Swan & Castle. There was a good turn 

out and a lot of excitement around the table. We had all been 

allocated a person from another SSAGO group elsewhere in 

the country, to whom we were to send anonymous messages, 

food, and drink using the Wetherspoons app. And we slowly 

started to receive the same, including a LOT of mini desserts! 

Some questionable foods were also sent to our table including 

three small pots of avocado, but of course we are not the kind 

to waste food, so it was gladly accepted with a laugh. Erik had 

a great time getting involved with some jaeger bombs and 

overall, the evening was a success. Safe to say, we all had a 

good time and would definitely do it again! 

Emma Bird, Brookes 

 


